Building capacity
for greater accountability

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S DESK...

We had both an exciting and challenging year at FMSF. Apart from monitoring, the other focus area of FMSF is capacity building. The capacity building initiative is
undertaken through trainings, workshops, information dissemination and academic programmes.
On 1st May 2011, the new FCRA Law was enacted which entailed several changes. The whole sector was looking for clarity on various contentious areas. FMSF decided to
publish “Comprehensive Commentaries on FCRA 2010” in collaboration with VANI. This book was released in July 2012 and garnered appreciation from the NGOs in
India. This was a very significant and landmark publication since it was done after fair bit of research on the subject by experts. This was also the first publication
to be released after the FCRA 2010 has been enacted. The other publication was the flagship book “Finance and Legal Handbook – 4th Edition”. This book has become
a prescribed textbook in various social work institutions, colleges and universities. In the 4th edition of the Finance and Legal handbook, we have made a lot of
invaluable additions. This book also has been well received in the NGO sector.
During the period we monitored 131 projects in the South Asian region. We also conducted six workshops for our BftW partners and eight Outreach workshops on FCRA
2010 and Income Tax along with two open workshops on upcoming topics like ‘Risk management’ and ‘Communicating finance between non-finance and finance people’
for the voluntary sector.
I take this opportunity to extend my sincerest gratitude to BftW, Germany for their support and dedication, the Board of Trustees for their indispensible time and
patience while constantly guiding us forward, our partners and associates for their co-operation and last but not the least our vibrant and committed staff.
With this I am happy to unfold the Annual Report 2012-2013 of FMSF.

(Sanjay Patra)
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1. OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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Vision - “We aspire for a reality in development
cooperation where there will be overall and wholistic
accountability among all the constituencies.”
Mission - FMSF is a resource organization which
seeks to promote accountability in South Asia by:
 Enhancing the capacity of partners and
development stakeholders in financial
management & governance;
 Advocating social accountability through
networking and influencing policies;
 Research & Information Dissemination.
Core Values - FMSF promotes these values as a
way of work:
 Accountability - Our accountability to the
constituency we seek to serve
 Transparency - to be transparent in our
actions.
 Humaneness - Accounting practices with
a human touch
 Sensitivity - Sensitive to development issues
& programmes
Financial Management Service Foundation
(FMSF) is a development resource organization
involved in the Financial Management, Legal
Issues and Governance of development
organizations in South Asia. FMSF strongly
believes that ‘accountability of development
organizations is of paramount significance’ and
strives for enhancing the same through myriad
activities. Since its inception in 1995, FMSF is
consistently being guided by the core values
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of promoting accountability, transparency,
humanness and sensitivity.
FMSF manifests its vision and mission through
its activities categorized under two core
strategies i.e. financial monitoring of the
development projects and Capacity Building
initiatives in order to capacitate the
organizations in the voluntary sector.
FMSF has also pro-actively taken up research
based activities on financial management, legal
regulations, governance and risk management.
To strengthen and boost its research base FMSF
has contrived its own ‘Research Team’. As a
result of this initiative, FMSF has an enriching
tome of research documents which is
continuously shared with the voluntary sector
through workshops, publications and periodic
notices.
It is an achievement for FMSF to be the pioneers
in setting up Accountability Standards for the
voluntary sector. The organization has grown
in stature and accessibility over the years,
continuously expanding its umbrella of
services with continued thrust upon promoting
accountability and transparency in the
voluntary sector. The recent initiative in this
area being the web based application
‘rateyourngo.org’. This is a modular rating
tool for measuring the progress of an
organisation along the growth curve in terms
of registration, governance, financial

7

management, policies, reporting and
compliances. It has been structured and
designed after a lot of research and feedback
received from several organisations who had
been expressing the absence of a diagnostic

tool for self-assessment in the voluntary sector.
The application can be accessed by anyone
who is desirous to do a self assessment in the
areas of Financial Management, Governance
and Legal Compliances.

The core areas of intervention of FMSF are given below:

Core Areas of Intervention
Fig 1: Core areas of intervention of FMSF
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2. PROGRAMMES
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2.1. FINANCIAL MONITORING OF
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
Since its inception, FMSF has been involved in
the financial monitoring of development
projects. These projects are supported by BftW
Germany in India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka,
Pakistan and Nepal. The objectives of financial
monitoring is to ensure that the back donor
requirements are complied with while at the
same time it focuses on enabling and
strengthening the capacity of
partner
organizations for effective financial
management which ultimately would lead to
development effectiveness. Financial
monitoring of development projects is one of
the core interventions of FMSF.
The financial monitoring is conducted to
ensure the following:
 Regular and timely submission of
financial and progress reports by the
partner organizations;
 Analysis of periodical Financial and
Progress Reports;
 Timely and regular transfer of funds
to the projects;
 Regular partner and field visits to
support partner organizations;
 Development
of
systems/
procedures for timely closure of
projects.
The other activities undertaken by FMSF as a
part of Monitoring system are as follows:
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2.1.1. Institutional Audited Reports &
Organizational Profile
All organizations expecting financial support
from BftW need to submit organization profile
along with project proposal. The organization
profile includes 3 years institutional annual
accounts of the organization. FMSF has been
vested with the responsibility of analysing the
organization profile which is done with the
help of a well structured analysis tool.
The analysis tool broadly covers the following
areas:
 Governance;
 Adequacy of Conflict of Interest policy;
 Linkage between the Board and the
Management;
 Indication of charging Notional
expenditure, if any;
 Social
Security
Benefits
and
administrations of social security funds;
 Allocation of Common Cost;
 Adequacy of Finance Policy.
The tool helps in providing information on the
overall financial position of the organization,
the internal processes and various policies that
govern the organization. This becomes the
basis for providing monitoring and support to
the partner organizations.
2.1.2. Pre-Funding Assessments
FMSF undertakes pre-funding assessments for
projects which are in the pre-approval stage.
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During the assessment, various aspects of the
organization mainly, financial system and
processes, governance aspects, internal control
mechanism and legal compliances are
reviewed to assess the overall financial

management system of the organization.
During this period three pre-funding
assessments were taken up by FMSF. The
details of the pre-funding assignments are
given below:

Table 1: Details of Pre-funding assessments

2.1.3. Projects & Reports
During the reporting period, FMSF has received
204 Audited financial report and 201 Progress

reports. However, the number of projects for
which both the audited financial reports and
Progress reports were received is 195.

Chart 1: Details of Audited Financial Reports & Progress Reports
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During the reporting period, a number of new
projects were taken up and some old projects
were closed. In the year 2012-13, 48 new

projects were taken up and 35 old projects were
closed. As on 31st March 2013, FMSF monitors
144 projects supported by BftW in South Asia.

Chart 2: Number of New Projects & Closed Projects

2.1.4. Partner Visits
FMSF also undertakes regular partner visits for
monitoring and support purposes. During
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such partner visits, various project related
issues are discussed and critical issues if any
are resolved.
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While visiting a partner organization, field
areas are also visited to have an overview of
the work. Such visits are at times jointly

conducted with colleague from BftW. During
the period, FMSF team members visited
around 64 partner organizations.

Chart 3: Number of Partners visited

Apart from BftW (former EED Projects),
FMSF also monitors Projects supported by
former BftW, Germany in North India and
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Central India. During the 2012-2013, FMSF
monitored 9 BftW partners and visited 5 of
them.
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2.1.5. Pool of Auditors
To increase the quality of project audit and to
encourage partners to rotate the Auditors,
FMSF has been trying to build/ enhance the
pool of experienced Auditors. Currently, the
number of auditors in our pool is around 69.
2.1.6. Finance Consultants
FMSF is working on identification and
orientation of financial consultants for the
partners, to ensure independence and quality
of evaluation process. In the recent past, BftW
has been commissioning the financial
evaluation of BftW partners in South Asia.
FMSF has been working to enhance the panel
of consultants.
2.2. INTERNAL SYSTEMS AND TOOLS
FMSF has an effective internal monitoring and
capacity building systems and tools in place.
These tools and softwares have been
standardized to ensure overall quality of work.
2.2.1. Internal Monitoring System
The Project Monitoring software, designed to
standardize the internal project monitoring
processes in 2011 is successfully operational.
The application has a centralized database
system and provides live status of all BftW
projects with complete information. Users have
an option to access the status of their projects
through the internet. The application has an
inbuilt function to send auto generated email
reminders to the project monitoring staff to
follow up on overdue reports, pending
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Acknowledgement of Receipt of Funds, other
works of utmost priority, etc. The application
is also helpful to plan and monitor the Cash
flow, EUF plans and status of fund request
received from the partners. Further, there is an
option to upload visit reports of the FMSF
monitoring staff and the Analysis of Evaluation
recommendations of the BftW partners etc. The
application is customized to generate
individual project wise status reports and
global reports on the status of reports received,
overdue, status of preparation of PME sheets,
Cash Flow etc. Further, BftW also has access to
the application.
2.2.2. Capacity Building and Other Systems
In addition to the regular monitoring activities,
other achievements during this period are
finalisation of the Capacity Building software;
and finalisation of self-assessment tool
‘www.rateyourngo.org’
The Capacity Building software helps in
analysing different capacity enhancement
needs of the partner organisation. Both the
Project Monitoring software and the Capacity
Building software are inter-connected thus
inter-linking and enabling access to a wide data
set.
The other considerable progress has been
made is in the area of development of self
assessment tools for NGO is web based
application ‘rateyourngo.org’. It is a modular
rating system and has been structured and
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designed after a lot of research and feedbacks
received from our partners who had
expressed the absence of such a diagnostic
tool for self-assessment, in the voluntary
sector.
2.3. CAPACITY BUILDING, LEARNING
SYSTEMS & NETWORKS
2.3.1. Capacity Building
FMSF greatly propagates capacity building of
voluntary organizations through the use of
various platforms such as short term
training/workshops, sustained training
programs like one year Diploma in Financial
Management and Accountability (DFMA) and
NPO Governance Programme. FMSF also
provides mentoring, coaching and
accompaniment support to develop and

strengthen financial systems and processes of
organizations.
In all these years, FMSF has realized the need
for more in-depth focus on a particular area in
individual workshops rather than providing a
larger perspective on all the areas of Basic
Financial Management, Legal Issues and
Governance processes.
This led to a series of internal reflection process
and based on first hand experiences during
monitoring, evaluation findings and the
current issues that are prevalent in the sector
at large, six key areas were identified with an
idea that each area would be treated as a
separate module. Given below are the
modules that were developed during the
process.

Fig 2: Capacity Building Module
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These six areas are broad framework. In
general, it is expected that every organization
should undergo training in all these key areas.
However, depending upon the need and
capacity of the organization, all of them may
not be applicable. In certain cases, some of the
areas are also clubbed together and one
workshop is conducted. However, all the
workshops contain an exclusive session on
BftW reporting requirements. These
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workshops are organized for a period of 1.5 to
2 days and focuses on providing a platform to
personnelís for in depth discussion, solving
case studies, sharing experiential learningís etc.
2.3.2. Workshops
During the reporting period, FMSF organized
five workshops for BftW partners (former EED
partners) and one workshop for BftW
Partners.

17

2.3.2.1. Workshop for BftW (former EED Partners)

Table 2: Workshops organized by FMSF for BftW Partners

18
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2.3.2.2. Workshop for BftW Partners

Table 2: Workshops organized by FMSF for BftW Partners

2.3.2.3. Outreach Workshops conducted by
FMSF
The Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act,
(FCRA) 2010 and the Foreign Contribution
(Regulation) Rules 2011 had been enacted
w.e.f. 1st May, 2011. There were drastic
changes in the FCRA 2010 that needed
attention of the NGOs receiving foreign
contributions. Thus, FMSF took up on itself

to address this issue and educate the
voluntary organizations on FCRA as a result
of which Country-wide ‘Outreach Workshops
on FCRA 2010 and Income Tax’ were
planned and organized.
The details of the 8 Outreach Workshops series
organized during the reporting period are
given below:

Table 4: Outreach Workshops on FCRA & Income Tax
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2.3.2.4. Other Workshops organized by FMSF
Other workshops organized by FMSF for the
voluntary organizations are ‘Communicating
finance between non-finance and finance
people’ and ‘Risk management’. FMSF has
also conducted a series of workshops for

OXFAM during June-December 2012 on topics pertaining to strengthening of overall financial management system of NGOs and
legal issues such as FCRA and Income Tax
that has a strong bearing on the affairs of
NGOs.

Table 5: Other Workshops organized by FMSF

The workshop on ‘communicating finance between non-finance and finance people’ was facilitated by Mr. John Cammack who is a highly
experienced adviser, consultant, trainer and
coach in international development sector,
working with non-profit and non-governmental organizations (NGOs). It was a two days
workshop with focus on these key issues such
as- challenges and opportunities with financial
communication; finance and non-finance relationships; International variations; working
with different stakeholders; communicating in
specific situations; and presenting and training with financial information.
The workshop on ‘risk management’ was facilitated by FMSF Team and the issues that were
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taken up are- identifying and managing risks; risk
assessment in NPOs in the areas of governance,
legal compliance, new partners, fund utilization
& fund disbursement; and risk analysis tools.
2.3.3. Learning Systems
FMSF takes pride in being the flag bearer of two
productive, online programmes that was the need
of the time. The need for such programmes which
could expose the participants to various aspects
of financial management and Governance processes was identified by FMSF. It was with this
background that FMSF launched the first online
learning systems program, Diploma in Financial
management & Accountability in 2008. The Diploma in Financial Management & Accountability (DFMA) is a joint initiative of FMSF and TISS.
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The second programme of NPO Governance
is a sole initiative of FMSF which was started
in the year 2012. With these initiatives, FMSF
has been imparting knowledge to enhance the
capacity of professionals already working in
the voluntary sector.

toring, control systems, audit are well captured
by the programme. The programme also contains a separate paper on legal framework and
governance which are very crucial with the
changing legal milieu in the country and the
rules and regulations becoming more stringent.

2.3.3.1. Diploma in Financial Management & Accountability (DFMA) is a one year long-distance
education program jointly run with the Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS), Mumbai. This
programme caters to the unmet demand of sustained financial management trainings for voluntary sector. The course is specifically designed
for personnel already working in voluntary sector seeking to equip themselves with financial
management skills and for persons who are seeking to join the voluntary sector in near future.

The course is entirely web-based and the study
materials are also sent in hardcopy to the students. The course design has been jointly developed by FMSF and TISS. The course was
launched for the very first time in India in August 2008. As on 31st March, 2013, five batches
have successfully attained closure while the
session for sixth batch is in progress, and registration for the seventh batch is in progress.

The DFMA Programme provides the perfect
concoction of theoretical and practical knowledge on the intricacies of day to day functioning of NGOs in India. The indispensible elements involved in the daily operations of organizations in the voluntary sector such as bookkeeping and accounting, budgeting and moni-

The faculties for the DFMA Program have rich experience and background in their respective areas. They are renowned persons who have acclaimed wide recognition in the field of academics as well as vocation. The students get a chance
not only to learn from such experienced faculties
but also to discuss and debate the concepts and
issue in interactive discussion forum. The details
of the paper and the faculty are given below:

Table 6: Details of paper & faculties of DFMA Programme
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2.3.3.2. NPO Governance Programme is an
online programme on governance run by
FMSF. Governance plays a crucial role in
effective functioning of an NGO. Further,
governance standards of organizations are
recognized as critical in maintaining the
transparency and accountability of the
organization. Good governance is crucial and
critical factor for both corporate as well as
government sectors and over the years, both
these sectors has increasingly recognized the
need for good governance practices. This gets
reflected in the emphasis on the corporate
governance best practices and the regulatory
frameworks that have emerged. However, in
the NGO sector, such good practices are yet to
develop and even the current regulatory
framework does not lay emphasis on good
governance practices. Further, there is also
lack of training opportunities where an
individual can get oriented on good
governance practices concerning NGOs.

Over the years, FMSF has been engaging in the
area of governance and has been one of the
pioneers in setting up of accountability
standards for the NGO Sector. However, a need
for sustained training program was also felt.
The online program on NPO Governance is a
humble effort in this direction.
The course is designed with the following
objectives:
 Gain a basic understanding of the
Governance mechanism in NPOs;
 Have an overview of the Governance
Structures & Processes;
 Be able to understand the Basic Roles &
Responsibilities of the Board Members;
 Gain a basic understanding of the
Governance Controls required for an
NPO;
 Identify the common myths and
misconceptions in the Governance of
NPOs.

Fig 3: NPO Governance Programme Modules
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The course is completely web-based. The
whole course is divided into 4 modules and
will be completed in four months. For each
module, course material is parked online for
the access of the students coaching. Further the
program is open for individuals across the
globe. As of 31st March, 2013, batches 1 and 2
have successfully attained closure and
registration for batch 3 is in progress.
2.3.4. Networks
The main objective of creating different network
is to effectively leverage the existing resources
and develop linkages for the overall benefit of
the voluntary sector. FMSF works closely with
various organizations and like minded
agencies to build linkages and to enhance the
accountability and transparency in the
voluntary sector. It primarily facilitates two
networks, namely:
 Forum for Ethics Accountability and
Transparency (FEAT)
 NGO Accountants Network (NAN)
2.3.4.1. Forum for Ethics Accountability and
Transparency (FEAT) is a network of finance
consultants engaged in the voluntary sector
providing necessary consultancies in the areas
of Financial Management, Legal Aspects and
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Governance. The forum also provides a
platform for mutual learning amongst its
members. The services of FEAT members are
being used from time to time in various
initiatives by different agencies as well. Some
of the FEAT members are also faculty members
of the DFMA and NPO Governance Program.
Further, the members regularly contribute to
the half yearly journal INTERface published
by FMSF. The BftW auditors meet was
organized from 30th January 2013 to 31st January
2013 in Hyderabad as a part of the FEAT
initiative.
2.3.4.2. NGO Accountants Network (NAN) is a
network of Accountants and finance persons
working in the voluntary sector. It aims at
providing a forum for mutual learning and
sharing of experiences. It was formed in
January 2005 with the following objectives:
 To build a pool of expertise;
 To sensitize on the field realities;
 To enable mutual learning;
 To capacitate NGO Accountants on
new methodologies in Financial
Management.
All members regularly receive publications
and e-communiqué.
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3. RESEARCH, PUBLICATIONS
AND INFORMATION
DISSEMINATION
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FMSF engages in research work on issues
pertaining to the voluntary sector which are
disseminated to organizations in the voluntary
sector. This role of FMSF is being facilitated
through its rich collection of Research &
Publication. These resources are storehouse of
information for the voluntary sector.
3.1. RESEARCH
Research is an integral part of FMSF’s daily
activities. The research work at FMSF is
primarily oriented towards developing tools
and concepts that would be helpful for the
sector. Further, the research work also feeds
into the capacity building initiatives of FMSF.
3.1.1. In-House Research
During regular monitoring process it was
observed that cost allocation policy has been a
crucial subject in every organization. Due to
complex funding arrangements cost allocation
policy is very important for partners who are
implementing multiple projects. In order to
enhance knowledge of the partners on the Cost
Allocation policy, FMSF has developed a
handout on Cost allocation policy. All these
concept notes and tools are widely circulated
among partner constituencies and also made
available on the website of FMSF.
FMSF also receives a number of queries on
various issues pertaining to Income Tax, FCRA
and other laws from a number of voluntary
organizations. All the queries are duly
responded to by the research team.
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3.1.2. Internship
FMSF also hosts interns from various
educational institutions like Tata Institute of
Social Science (TISS), Mumbai, Institute for
Rural Management, Anand (IRMA), Delhi
University and Narsee Monjee Institute of
Management Studies, Mumbai to work on
wide range of projects such as risk
management system in the Voluntary sector,
the Panchayat Raj Institutions in India.
3.2. PUBLICATIONS & INFORMATION
DISSEMINATION
FMSF regularly authors and publishes
books/journal on legal aspects, financial
management, governance related and other
issues pertinent to the voluntary sector.
These publications are widely circulated
and therefore are highly recognized in the
sector.
3.2.1. Publications
During the reporting period, FMSF brought
out two books, one titled ‘Comprehensive
Commentaries on FCRA Act 2010’ and the
other titled ‘Finance and Legal hand Book for
NPOs - 4 th Edition’. Both books are
comprehensive and give a detailed overview
on various aspects of legal and financial
management.
The Comprehensive commentaries on FCRA
2010 provides an in depth analysis on FCRA
Act 2010 and FCRA Rules 2011, and its
implications on the voluntary sector.
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The finance hand book covers the nitty-gritty
of finance, legal and governance in NPOs and
provides some important tools for application
in the day to day functioning of the NGOs. This
being the revised edition, efforts were made
to ensure that it is comprehensive and updated
to meet the current requirements of the civil
society. It is also the prescribed text book in
some of the renowned social works institute
of the country. Both books are written by Dr.
Manoj Fogla, CA and Legal Expert with FMSF
team providing the core research support.
The books published by FMSF till date is
enlisted below:

 Manual of Financial Management &
Legal Regulations
 Legal & Finance Handbook for
Voluntary Organizations
 Social Accountability Standards for
Voluntary Organizations
 Handbook on Social Audit for NGOs
 Handbook on Bombay Public Trust Act
 Handbook on Financial Audit &
Reporting for NGOs
 Revised Finance Handbook for
Voluntary Organizations
 Finance & Legal Handbook for NPOs
4th Edition;
 Comprehensive Commentaries on
FCRA 2010

Chart 4: Publications disbursed during 2012-2013
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The publications disbursement graph depicts
the disbursement of FMSF Publications during
the reporting period. In the year 2012-2013, 16
copies of Manual of Financial Management &
legal Regulations, 15 copies of Legal & Finance
Handbook for Voluntary Organizations; 13
copies of Social Accountability Standards for
Voluntary Organizations, 17 copies of
Handbook on Social Audit for NGOs, 9 copies
of Handbook on Bombay Public Trust Act, 26
copies of Handbook on Financial Audit &
Reporting for NGOs, 27 copies of Revised
Finance
Handbook
for
Voluntary
Organizations, 167 copies of Finance and Legal
handbook-4 th edition and 781 copies of
Comprehensive commentaries on FCRA 2010
were disbursed.

FMSF took the initiative and dedicated one
issue of INTERface to disseminate first hand
information on the new FCRA 2010.

3.2.2. INTERface
As a part of information dissemination
initiative, FMSF publishes a six monthly
journal ‘INTERface’ that covers legal, financial
and governance related issues pertaining to
voluntary sector. During the reporting period,
some amendments were made in the
Country’s legal setting pertaining to the
voluntary sector. For instance, the old FCRA
Act was completely repealed and a new Act
termed, FCRA, 2010 came into force. This new
Act has certain provisions which may have
drastic implications on the voluntary
organisations. Other Acts like Income Tax and
Service Tax have also been considerably
amended which can cause hardships for the
sector. Thus, taking a leaf out of the situation,

The issues covered by INTERface released
during the reporting period are as under:
 Applicability of FCRA
 Foreign Contribution & Foreign
Hospitality
 Organizations of Political Nature
 Service Tax on NPOs after Budget
2012
 Analysis of EPF & Misc. Provisions Act
 Analysis of Payment of Gratuity Act
 Characteristics of Board Members
 What materials to be shared with Board
Members
 Report on NGO Accountant Network
(NAN) Convention
 CSO Partners Outstanding Annual
Report Award for NGOs
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Fig 4: INTERface Vol. XI Issue 1
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Fig 5: INTERface Vol. XII Issue 1

Another issue of INTERface also released during
the reporting period covered these topics:
 What is Foreign Source
 Who Cannot Receive Foreign Contribution
 Income Tax - Privileges to the Donors u/s
Section 80G
 Carbon Credits - An Accounting
Perspective
 Board Members - Commitment Sheet
 Areas to be Covered in Board
Orientation
 Board Size
 Board Diversity Matrix
 Source for Potential Board Members
and Creating a Support Base
3.2.3. Standards & Norms
Since October 2008, FMSF has been regularly
disseminating information on legal and
financial aspects through its monthly
E-communiqué
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‘Standards & Norms’. The main objective of
this E-communiqué is to be a resource support
on NGO Governance, Accounting & Legal
Regulations whereby regular updates are
provided. The chief contributor of legal inputs
for this E-communiqué is Dr. Manoj Fogla, FCA
and Senior Consultant supported by editorial
tem of FMSF consisting of Mr. Sanjay Patra,
Executive Director and Mr. Sandeep Sharma,
Head-Program Desk. The E-communiqué is
widely circulated and reaches to more than
one thousand organizations and individuals.
During the reporting period 11 issues of
Standards & Norms were published. The lists
of the topics are given below:
 Treatment of Project Grants, May 2012
 Updated analysis of FCRA 2010, June
2012
 Business activities cannot affect
Charitable status, July 2012
 The legally unsustainable cancellation
of FC registration, August 2012
 Review of multi State Society
Registration Bill, September 2012
 Recognition and disclosure of various
Grants, October 2012
 Loans from Domestic and Other
Sources, November 2012
 Change in more than 50% of Board
Members under FCRA, December 2012
 Tax deduction at Source on Payment &
Income, January 2013
 Compounding of offences under FCRA
2010, February 2013
 Treatment of capital gains for NPOs,
March 2013
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Fig 6: Standard & Norm Notice

3.2.4. Standard and Norms Notices
This is a new initiative in the areas of
information dissemination that was started in
September 2012. As immediate information to
the voluntary sector specially pertaining to the
changes or introduction of new provisions in
the legal regulations are disseminated through
S&N Notice. During the reporting period, the
number of notices that has been circulated to
the voluntary sector is 6.

Fig 7: Governance Toolbox Series
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The topics covered by these 6 notices are given
below;
 New Filing Requirements For Liaison
Offices Of Foreign Donors/Entities
 Madras High Court Quashes FCRA
Cancellation Order Passed Against 2
NGOs
 NGOs Receiving More Than One Crore
Rupees From Government Fall Under RTI
 NGOs Cannot Receive More Than ë
10,000 in Cash as Donation Under
Section 80g
 Beware Of FCRA Even When You
Receive Funds From Indian Companies
 Budget 2013 - Service Tax Hit On NPOs
3.2.5. Governance Toolbox Series
Governance is one of the important areas that
need to be further strengthened in the NPO
sector. With an objective to strengthen
Governance process in the NPO sector, FMSF has
initiated a Governance Tool Box Series from July
2012. FMSF has been brining an e-publication on
tools for identifying, recruiting and developing
a board and sharing the same through blog post.
The series is circulated as ‘NPO GOVERNANCE
TOOL BOX SERIES’, and contains a total of 32
issues that touches upon various aspects of
governance of an organization. Each issue comes
with a self assessment tool for NPOs to assess
and address the critical areas. During the
reporting period, 14 issues have been published
and uploaded both in our official website
www.fmsfindia.org as well as in http://fmsfnoida.blogspot.in/ URL.
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During the reporting period volume I of the
Toolbox series was published. The themes of
the released volumes are ‘Tools for identifying,
recruiting and developing a Board, Job
description, Board Evaluation’. The list of
released issues is given below:
Volume I – Tools for identifying, recruiting
and developing a Board
 Characteristics of Board Members, May
2012
 What materials to be shared with the
Board Members, June 2012
 Board Members commitment sheet (to
be reviewed every year), July 2012
 Areas to be covered in Board
Orientation process, July 2012
 Board Diversity Matrix, August 2012
 Board Size, September 2012
 Source for Potential Board Members
and creating a database of the Board
Members, September 2012
Volume II – Job description (Including dos
and don’ts)
 Issue 1: Chairperson, October 2012
 Issue 2: Board Members, November 2012
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 Issue 3: Secretary, December 2012
 Issue 4: Treasurer, January 2013
 Issue 5: Vice-Chairman, January 2013
Volume III – Board Evaluations
 Issue 1: Board Evaluation Form,
February 2013
 Issue 2: CEO Performance Appraisal
Form, March 2013
3.2.6. Websites
FMSF propagates relevant and useful
information for the voluntary sector through
its various websites. It has five different
websites that cater to different issues related
to voluntary sector. Apart from the official
organizational website www.fmsfindia.org
there are four other specialized websites.
They provide information on various issues
like:
 Legal (www.legalissuesforngos.org),
 Income Tax related matters
(www.incometaxforngos.org)
 FCRA (www.fcraforngos.org)
 Social Accountability
(www.socialaccountability.net)
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Good governance is the cornerstone for
effective functioning of the organization. In
FMSF, governance means to achieve high level
of accountability, efficiency, responsibility and
justice in all area of operation. The mission of
FMSF is to ‘Promote Accountability’ which is
practiced at all level of the organization
through robust governance mechanism and
processes. There is a clear distinction between
governance and management. While the Board
of Trustees is responsible for the governance
aspects, the Management team headed by
Executive Director and comprising of Head of
Desks are responsible for the day to day
management of the organization.
4.1. BOARD OF TRUSTEES
The Board is the ultimate authority and seeks
to ensure that the affairs of the organization are
in line with the vision, mission and objective
of the organization. Our Board of Trustees
comprises of highly talented and multi-skilled
individuals.
Bishop (Dr.) C.L. Furtado, Chairman, is a
retired Bishop of Church of South India with a
rich experience on Governance of faith-based
as well as secular voluntary organizations. He
is known for his remarkable track record of
management of various organizations.
Ms. Rosemary Viswanath, Trustee, is a Post
Graduate Diploma in Management with dual
specialization in Personnel Management &
Organizational Behavior and Habitat and
Human Settlements from Indian Institute of
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Management, Bangalore. She is an
Organizational Development expert and is
currently Director of EQUATIONS, a research,
campaign and advocacy organization that
studies the social, cultural, economic and
environmental impact of tourism on local
communities. She has been involved in many
research and evaluation processes that has
contributed in strengthening organizational
processes of NGOs and has a solid knowledge
of the ground realities of the development
organizations.
Mr. C.B. Samuel, Trustee, is an experienced
resource person and is the head of a network
of voluntary organizations known as
PRABHAAV. He has been involved in various
mentoring and counseling processes in
Leadership Development of NGOs. He has
also been involved in building capacities in the
areas of programme and governance matters
in the development organizations.
Prof. (Dr.) Vidya Rao, Trustee, is Emeritus
Professor of the Department of Social Welfare
Administration at the Tata Institute of Social
Sciences, (TISS) Mumbai. She has done her
Masters in Social Work from University of
Michigan, USA, and has done her PhD (Social
Work) from Tata Institute of Social Sciences.
She brings in rich academic background and
contributes in FMSF’s capacity building
initiatives to be more effective. She has also
conducted various training programs on
District Planning, Tribal Development and
NGO Management.
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Ms. Monica Sudhir, Trustee, is a Learning &
Development Consultant with over 20 years of
experience. She has trained executives of MultiNational Corporations (MNCs) and other
corporations at all levels in the areas of
Leadership and Motivation, Communication
for Organizational Excellence. She is also
associated with the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India (ICAI) as a Faculty and
has trained more than 12,000 Chartered
Accountants.
4.2. MEETINGS
4.2.1. Board Meeting
The Board of Trustees meets in regular interval
to review the work of the organization and in
making strategic decisions of the Organization.
During the reporting period, the one Board
meeting was held. This was the 36th Board
meeting which was held in Jaipur on 19th July,
2012.
4.2.2. Executive Meeting
During the reporting period one Executive
Meeting was held on 12th October, 2012 in
NOIDA.

4.2.3. Annual Planning Meeting
The Annual Planning Meeting was held in
Mandawa, Rajasthan on 12th and 13th February,
2013. The primary objectives of this meet were
to both reflect on the previous year activities
and make strategic plans for the coming year
as well as to immerse new staff and reinforce
existing employees’ commitment towards the
organization. After an intensive review and
discussion process, an annual plan for FMSF
activities was developed for the year 20132014.
4.3. AUDIT
FMSF has a clear policy for audit. The Statutory auditors are appointed in the Annual General Meeting of the Board of Trustees and their
remuneration is fixed. Both the audit report as
well as management letter is received by the
Board of Trustees. The Internal audit process
is also carried out at regular intervals and the
suggestions & recommendations are considered by management.
The statutory auditor of FMSF is M/s V. Sankar
Aiyer & Company, New Delhi.
4.4. FMSF TEAM
Staffs are the greatest asset of any organization
and they are highly valued and recognized in
FMSF. Our staffs come from various backgrounds like Chartered Accountants, MBAs,
I.T Professionals, Rural Management Professionals, etc.
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FMSF Staff as on 31st March, 2013 are as follows:
Executive Director
Mr. Sanjay Patra
Head Resource Desk
Ms. Anuradha Singh
Head Programme Desk
Mr. Sandeep Sharma
Finance Coordinator
Mr. Lalatendu Samantasinghar
Programme Managers
Mr. Hari Krishna Pasupuleti
Senior Project Monitoring Coordinators
Ms. Sapna Singh
Ms. Aarti Sharma
Senior IT & Admin Support Officer
Ms. Renu Arora
Project Monitoring Coordinators
Mr. Abhishek Chandra
Ms. Bushra Khan
Project Monitoring Associate
Mr. Deepanshu Srivastava
Capacity Building Associates
Ms. Rashmi Sharon
Ms. Sritika Singh
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Support Staff
Mr. Anil Sharma
Mr. Ram Bahadur
Mr. Rajman Yadav
Mr. Dharmendra Singh Rawat
4.5. STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
During the reporting period, a Training of
Trainers Programme (TOT) was organized.
This meet was organized in Manesar, Haryana
from 18th – 19th October, 2012. This two days
training was aimed at developing an in-house
pool of facilitators. The staffs were also imparted training on communication and best
power point presentation techniques.
In-house training was also organized for updating the staff on the various new features on
Tally.
Based on the key suggestion of BftW post the
External Review Process commissioned by
BftW, Germany in 2009 Organizational
development (OD) processes are conducted
every year. The first Organization
development process began in January 2011.
During the reporting period, one OD process
was organized. It was held on 18th July, 2012
in Jaipur and was internally facilitated by Ms.
Rosemary Viswanath who is an expert on
Organizational Development Process. The
Board Members and Staff members
participated in this process which comprised
of strengthening the internal control; and
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streamlining of organization’s activities, those
accomplished and those yet to be executed, in
order to fulfill the organization’s mission and
in the long term its vision.
4.6. PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
The Board evaluates the performance of the
Executive Director once in three years. The
process includes feedbacks from the Board
Members, BftW and certain staff members. The
performance of the staff is also evaluated every
year by the Executive Director. In a year, two
appraisals are conducted for the staff (i.e. one
in every six months). For this purpose, a
structured format is being used. The appraisal
is participatory in nature.
4.7. LEGAL AND DONOR COMPLIANCE
FMSF is a registered Public Charitable Trust. It
is also registered under the Income Tax Act, 1961
and the Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act,
1976. Filing of audited reports and returns are
regularly made as required under the legal
framework. Further, FMSF also compiled with
the reporting requirements of the resource
sharing agencies like BftW, MISEREOR, ICCO,
etc. with whom it has associated during the year.
4.8. SUSTAINABILITY
The sources of resources continue to be derived
out of services rendered against the major
thrust areas.
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4.8.1. Financial Sustainability
FMSF derives its financial sustainability
primarily from the resources contributed by
BftW, Germany. Some of the other specific
aspects that contribute in resource
mobilization of FMSF are:
 Working with other donors: FMSF,
primarily, receives support from BftW
for the financial monitoring of
development projects supported by it.
However, it is also working with other
funding agencies such as MISEREOR
and ICCO. This has enabled FMSF to
receive support from these agencies for
the specific services rendered to them.
 Training fees from workshop: FMSF
receives nominal contribution towards
course fees from the participants for the
workshops and trainings organized by it.
4.8.2. Programmatic sustainability
FMSF believes that in order to attain all
around sustainability, the financial
sustainability has to be linked to
organizational & programmatic sustainability.
The initiative of DFMA and NPO
Governance program would also provide
programmatic sustainability. Further,
research initiatives of FMSF would help in
building a knowledge resource base which
would go a long way in contributing towards
programmatic sustainability.
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